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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO0155493A1] The present invention relates to a braider (1) comprising a device for controlling the thread lever (10). Said braider is formed
by a curved path (30) that is closed in a circular ring-shaped manner, a sliding block (31) appurtenant thereto and a reverse gear (20) by means of
which the direction of rotation of the drive motor is reversed in such a way that the group of the upper delivery bobbins and the group of the lower
delivery bobbins rotate in opposing directions. The aim of the invention is to enable such a braider (1) to have a higher ceiling speed. The sliding
block (31) and the curved path (30) are situated within the surface (32) of rotation, whereby said surface is circumscribed by the course of the thread
lever (10) around a central axis (50) in relation to the braider (1), and/or the reverse gear (20) is provided with an internal ring gear which is fixed to
the central pipe (3) and has a great reference diameter, a pinion circulating therein and an outer ring gear that is rotatably mounted on the central
pipe (3) and has a small reference diameter. The pinion is rotatably mounted on a circulating axle which is rigidly connected to the housing. Said
pinion causes the positive fit between the internal ring gear and the outer ring gear.
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